Assume M spanned. If E has any of the positivity conditions considered in this paper, E_??_M has the same properties; we will show that for suitable u and v this construction gives bundles (of the form E"_??_M_??_2) with the same positivity conditions, same c1 and many possible c2 near to c2(E_??_M). Set E1:= E"_??_M"_??_2. With these data we have:
To check positivity and give an explicit statement we will consider a case which is in principle the worst possible one (i.e. v=u and u large).
THEOREM 2.3. Assume E c-spanned, M spanned and M2>0; let g(M) be the sectional genus of M. Then we may do the construction 2.2 for the integers u=M• c1(E)+h, v=M• c1(E) and find E1 c-spanned if either h=0 or 0< -2h_??_(M• c1(E)-5g(M)-2) and A is smooth. Furthermore, if E is c-ample (resp. spanned, resp. ample), then we will obtain a c-ample (resp. spanned, resp. ample) bundle E1. Fix integers h, x with h>0, x_??_0, 2h+M• c1(E)_??_5g(M)-2 and xM2_??_h+2g(M); then we can make the construction 2.2 obtaining c-spannedness (or c-ampleness, or ampleness or spannedness) for E1_??_M_??_x.
PROOF. First we assume h=0. Since E|A is spanned, we have a nowhere zero section of E|A inducing a surjection, s, with image u:=c1(E)|A. We obtain E'. Note that the restriction of (5) to B gives the following exact sequence: (4), (5), (6) and (8) to check separately the ampleness of E1|T when T is either A or B or a curve different from A and from B. For the spannedness and ampleness statement, use (4). Now assume h<0. We make the same construction on B to pass E' to E"; in the construction involving A we use any u with the correct degree; we claim (and prove below) the existence of a surjection with target u with the correct degree. Assuming the claim, we get the bundle E1. To check the c-spannedness, spannedness, ampleness or the c-ampleness of E1 the only difference arises for the curve A; the assumptions on t and M are exactly made to handle this case. To prove the claim we use that by a theorem of C. Segre and Nagata (see [N] ) there is an exact sequence: LEMMA 5.1.1. Let T be a general fiber of the ruling f. PROOF. Just use Remark 1.9. The assertion (iii) is just an easy and well known consequence of a base change theorem.
From the Riemann-Hurwitz formula we obtain the following result: c1(E)2_??_(((c2(E)-1)2)/2)+2c2(E)+1.
PROOF. The first statement was just inserted for completeness and to show the hugeness of the jumps, since it was proved in [B3], th. 0.1 and Remark 1.2. Since c1(E)2>4c2(E) by assumption, E is not Bogomolov stable and, as in [R] 
